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2. Introduction:

\,- " Second order subelliptic operators have been the subject of a

considerable amount of research in recent years. Starting with

the paper [R-S] by L. Rothschild and E. Stein, in which the sharp

form of Hormander's famous subellipticity theorem is proved, and

continuing through the work of C. Fefferman and D. Phong [F] and

2A--Sanchez-Calle [S] it has become increasingly clear that

precise regularity estimates for these operators depend intimately

on the geometry associated with the operator under consideration.-),_

For example, if the operator L is written as the sum of squares of

vector fields V1. .... Vd C Cb(gN;
N ) and one defines d(x.y) to be

the (V 1 ..... Vd}-control distance between x and y (cf. section 1)).

then. under a suitably uniform version of Hormander's condition

(cf. (3.14) in section 3)). one can show that the fundamental

solution p(t,x.y) to the Cauchy initial value problem for 8 tu = Lu

satisfies an estimate of the form:

1/2

MIB 11/2 -exp[-Md(x.y) 2It]
(0.1) ?IBd(x't )I M ex[dxy21]

p(t.x.y) MIB d(2 t/2)

for all (t.x.y) C (O,1]xXRN N , where Bd(x r) a (y IN

d(x.y) ( r). (This estimate was first derived by Sanchez ES] for

1/2t C (0.1] and x and y satisfying d(xy) K t More recently, it

was extended to (t.x.y) C (0.1]xRN x N with d(x.y) K 1 by D.

Jerison and Sanchez [J-S]: and, at about the same time, it was

proved for general x and y by the present authors [K-S.III].)
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What (0.1) makes clear is that the local regularity (which is

determined by the way in which p(t.x.y) tends to 6 as t1O) ofx-y

solutions to equations involving L is inextricably tied to the

"differential geometry" for which d(x.y) is the "geodesic

distance." In particular, as is shown in [K-S.III]. (0.1) leads

very quickly to a quantitative Harnack's principle, in terms of

the balls Bd(x r). for non-negative solutions to 8tu + Lu = 0.

(At least for non-negative solutions to Lu = 0. the same Harnack's

principle was derived at the same time by D. Jerison [J]. His

proof is based on a Poincare inequality, which can also be derived

as a consequence of (0.1).) In a related direction. Fefferman and

Phong [F] have further strengthened the connection between local

regulartity and intrinsic geometry by showing that. even when L

cannot be written as the sum of squares of vector fields, precise

subellipticity results are tied to the size relationship between

the balls Bd(x r) and Euclidean balls.

As much as the results cited above say about the local

regularity theory of equations involving the operator L. they say

very little about global behavior. Based on probabilistic

intuition, coming from the central limit theorem, one suspects

that. at least when the operator L is symmetric, the detailed

geometry should get blurred as time evolves, with the result that

p(t.x.y) should look increasing like a standard heat (i.e.

Weirstrass) kernel for large time. This suspicion is further

confirmed if one believes that (0.1) persists even when t C [1,0),

since d(x.y) is commensurate with the Euclidean distance for x and
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y which are far away from one another. However, the techniques

used in the papers cited above give no hint how one might go about

checking the validity of this suspicion.

.The main purpose of The- -pr article is to obtain bounds,

from above and below, on p(t.,x. t [ (1.0). in terms of standard/

heat kernels,(cf. Theorem (3 ) and Corollary (3.13) below). (In

other words, (0.1) doe ntinue to hold for t C [1.0).) These

estimates are based on comparison principles and are therefore

much less delicate than the short time results like (0.1). For

instance, they are proved under much less stringent smoothness

requirements on the coefficients. In this sense they are

reminiscent of the classical results proved by D. Aronson (A] in

the uniformly elliptic setting; and, in fact, our methodology here

is derived from the approach used in (F-S,2] to get Aronson's

estimates.

Once we have the estimates mentioned above, we apply them in

the concluding section. to prove a "large scale" Harnack's

principle for non-negative solutions to Lu = 0. Again the

mehtodology is similar to that developed in earlier articles, in

particular [F-Sl] and [F-S.2].
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1. Preliminary Results:

Let a C C 2(NN ; N N ) a symmetric, non-negative definite

matrix-valued function. Denote by Z the divergence form operator

v-av (i.e. Sfu is defined for u C C (aN ) by su(x)

N

I [ax (ajax u)](x)). Then it is an easy consequence of

i.J=l

standard diffusion theory that there is a unique transition

probability function P(t.x.-) on R such that the associated

Markov semigroup LPt: t > 01 satisfies Ptv(x) - V(x) =

[P se](x)ds for all p C C' N)

o(IR . In addition, one can check that

(Pt: t > 0} is symmetric in L2 (R N) in the sense that (*,P t) =

(,Ptp) (when there is no danger of confusion, we will use (-,w)

to denote the L 2(R N)-inner product) for all V,* C C o(R N). In

particular. Lebesgue measure on RN is {P : t > 0)-invariant and so

IlP l. [ 1 (i.e. llPtpl P l Plq 1 C C a(IN ) where 11-11 denotes
t tq q 0 (t q

the Lq(N )-norm) for each q C l.s). Moreover, it is clear that

each Pt admits a unique extention Ft as a self-adjoint.

non-negativity preserving contraction on L2 (RN) and that (Pt: t >

0} is a strongly continuous semigroup on L2 (IRN). Finally, let

X 0,w)} denote the resolution of the identity determined

by (t: t > 0) (i.e. Ft = f e-"tdEX. t > 0) and set A = f XdE .

EO.-) [0. )

Clearly -A is the generator of Pt : t > 0), and it is not hard to

check that -A is the Friedrich's extention of 9.

When discussing the semigroup (t: t > 0). an important role
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Is played by the Dirichiet form £ given by 8(f.f) = f Xd(E Xf.f) 4E

[O.-=) for f C L 2(IRN). Clearly, 8(op,4p) W-vPavpdx for Vp C C 1 (R N)

and It Is not hard to see that I is just the closure of its

restriction to C (tN). In order to exploit the special properties

of I resulting from its connection with a Markov transition

probability function, we note first that t-4--(f P f,f) is a

non-dereasing function of t > 0 and that 8(ff) = li( f - PEE~)

and conclude from this that

(118(f.f) = lim (fMY) - f(x)) 2m t(dxxdy).t 4 0 2tj N N
IR XIR

where mtis the measure on R NXR given by m*t(dxxdy)=

P(t.x.dy)m(dy). In particular. (1.1) brings out the basic

property of Dirichlet forms, namely: I(IfI.IfI) 8(f.f).

Set rLa 2  11 v*av 11 for * E C (RN); and, for x.y E RN

define D~xy= sup{J4,(y) - 4#(x)I: r(*I) 1). The following

result contains special cases of Theorem (3.25) and Corollary

(3.28) In [C-K-S) (cf. also section 5) of that article).

(1.2) Theorgm: Assume that there exist A C (0.). v C (0..a). and

6 e (O.-s) such thatt

(1.3) 11f11 2+/ A(I(f.f) + 611fi 2 )11f11 4/. f 6 L 2(IR )

or, equivalently (cf. Theorem (2.1) in [C-K-S]), that there is a B

C (0.0) such that

Then, P(t.x.dy) = p(t.y)dy and there is a C C (0.-). depending

only on v. such that for each p C (0.1] and all (t,x) C (O.I0)xR
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(1.5) p(t.x..) C(A/pt)V/ e a exp[-D(x..)2 /(1+p)t] a.e.

Moreover, if, in addition to (1.3) or (1.4). one has for some ;L F_

(O.v], either that

(1.6) lll2+4 Sf ~l,4i for fCL 2 (IRN) with £(f~f) Ulflt2

or equivalently (cf. Theorem (2.9) In EC-K-SJ) that

(1.7) IIP I 11 B/t IA2 for t C [1,w)

for some B 4E (0.1m). then, for each p 4C (0.1]:

(.) p(t.x,.) C(pt)-V/ exp[-D(x.-) 2/(1+p)t). t C (0.1]
C(pt) A2exp[-D(x. _)2/(1+p)t]. t e 1.)

a.e., where C C(0.ca) depends only on A or B, p. and v.

(1.9.) Remark: It should be obvious that (1.4) is equivalent to

both

(1.4') lp t 1..~ B '/(tAl) v/ t > 0.

and

where B' = Be. Also, if any one of (1.3) or the various forms of

(1.4) holds and If (t~x~y) e (0.**)xR NxIR N-.-p(t~x~y) is continuous,

then It follows from (1.5) that:

lim 2 N

(1.0)tJo tlog(p(t~x~y)) -D(x~y) /4. x.y C R

In addition to the preceding. we will also need the following

* variant of Corollary (4.9) In [C-K-S].

(1.11) Theorem: Assume that P(t.x.dy) = p(t~x.y)dy. where

(t.x.y) CE (0.-)xI IR N--p(t~x~y) C C0O) is continuous. Further,

assume that there exist & > 0 . r > 0. B C (0.-). and T C (0.1)

such that e p(T.,w) B on {(x~y) E R~ NXIRN: Ix - yI 9 r). Then

there is a C C (0.=). depending only on N, B. a. and r, such that
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(1.12) p(t.x~y) K C,/ 2  (t,y) E E1.w)xD xRN

In particular, if. in addition. either I satisfies (1.3) or

{P t:t > 0) satisfies (1.4) for some v e CN.w). then there is a C.

depending only on A or B, N. v. a. and r. such that

(1.13) p(t.x.y) C(pt)-V/ exp[-D(x,y) 2/(1+p)t]. t CE (0,1.3

C(pt)N/ exp[-D(x.y) 2/(l+p)t]. t 6 E1.co).

for each p 6 (0.1).

Proof: Clearly the second assertion follows Immediately from

the first when combined with the second part of Theorem (1.2).

To prove the first part, choose p C C(BOr) so0a

on B(O.r/2). Then. p(T.x~y) I p(x - y) for all x,y e R N ; and

there is an a'> 0 (depending only on N. r. and a) such that

f(1 - cos(f.y))p(y)dy for f e RN with jgI 1. Now

taking r(x.y) = p(T~x.y) in Corollary (4.9) of [C-K-SJ. we

N/2
conclude that p(nT.x~y) K C'/n *for some C' C (0.mo). depending

only on N. B. r. and a. and all n 1. Hence, if nT K t (n+1)T.

then

p(t.x.y) = fp (nT.x.f)P(t-nT~y.df) C/n N/2 K /

for some C C (0.00) having the required dependence. Q.E.D.

We next turn to a primative version of the large deviation

theory for the short time behavior of diffusions. Throughout this

discussion, the function a:R N--R O will be as above. b:IR N. R

is a bounded uniformly Lipschitz continuous function, and L is the
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operator a a1 j(x)a8 a8 + b b) 1 x)8 Then there is a unique

transition probability function Q(t,x.-) on IRN such that the

associated semigroup {Q t:t > 0) satisfies

Qtf(x) = p(x) + f o, QL~p)(x)ds, (t,x) C (O.co)xIRN

for all f 6 CO(R~N). In order to study Q(t.x..), we introduce the

Ito stochastic Integral equations

x (t.x) = x + ef r, (x"(s.x))d13(s) +

ft[2 b(Xoh (sx))+ 7 (X *h (sx))A(s)]ds t 0.

where a C (0.1]. a: --ANO is a uniformly Lipschitz continuous

d

function satisfying 2a0 =j a for some d EZ+ (i.e. 2a = aa

k= 1

h C H =-{h C C([O~o);R d): h(0) = 0 and A e L 2(10O00);IR d)J. and PJ(-)

is a Rd_ valued Brownian motion on some filtered probability space

p~g P).if X (-.X) aX1.O(.x). then Q(t~x,') = P( tx)
PoX -1 1 2. -1
P ( (.,x)) = PO(X (a *.X)) . and

dPo(X ah (l.X))l- I e Ph

dPo(X 6('.x))-

In particular, for all r (the Borel field over R ) and any q

P(Xeh(1.x) C r) EP[Reh X(a.x) C ~
ex((l 2~I /22 2 1/q
exp(q-~llllH /2a E .X.I)



Hwhere lhil 2 ll and q' is the Holder conjugate of q.HIL2 ([O .);IRd )

Hence, for all q C (l.-) and h C H:

(1.14) Q(e 2 .x.r) exp[-qllhll2/2a 2 ]p(xh (,x) e r)q '

H
Next, given h C H. define Yh(-.x) by

yh(t,x) = x + focYhcs,x))h(s)ds, t O.

and set Ae'h(..x) = Xe.h(.,X) - Yh(-,x). Then

Ah(t.x) = a tha(X"'(s~x))dg(s) + a2ftb(x'h(sX))ds

+ [(xe'h (s.x)) - o(Y h(s.x))]A(s)ds.

In particular, there is a K C (0,=). depending only on the upper

bounds on a and b and the Lipschitz constant for a, such that

EP[IAe'h(l.x) I2] Ke2 expKlh~ ]H and this, together with (1.14).

yields

Q(tx.B(Y(1,h).r)

(11 - (Ktexp[K2hll 2]/r2)Al exp[-qllhll 2 /2t]

for all q C (1.-). r F (0.1], and t C (0.1].

Finally, we define dfxjv for x.y C RN as inf(21/2 11hl H: h C H

and Y h(1.x) = y} (J w if no such h exists).

(1.16) Remark: It is easy to check that the value of d(x.y) does

not depend on the particular choice of Lipschitz continuous a

T 1/2
satisfying 2a = aa In particular. we can take a = (2,j I/  in

which case the Lipschitz constant of a can be bounded in terms of

the C-norm of a. In addition, it is obvious that D(x.y)

d(xy). What is less trivial, but is nonetheless not very

difficult, is the fact that
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(1.17) d(x.y) = D(x.y)

if d(x.) is continuous at y (cf. Lemma (5.43) in [C-K-S]).

The following result is an essentially, immediate consequence

of the preceding discussion.

(1.18) Lemma: For each R C (0,) there is a 7 C (0.1). depending

only on R. the upper bounds on a and b, and the Lipschitz constant

for a, such that

(1.19) Q(t.x,B(yr)) 2 -q 'exp[-qd(x.y)2 /4t]

N for all q C (lw). r C (0,1]. and (t,x,y) C (O,rr2)xRNxRN with

ix - YI K R.

(1.20) Remark: Although it is not in the direction in which we

are headed, we note the following complement to the remark (1.9).

Namely, suppose that Q(t.x.dy) = q(t,x.y)dy where (tx,y) C

(O.W)xR xR N--+q(t.x,y) C [0,-) is continuous. Further. assume

that

(1.21) tlO tlog inf(q(t.x,y): ly - x[ K Kt 1/ 2  = 0

for each K C (0.). Then the preceding line of reasoning leads

quickly to
11.im)2lN

(1.22) L tlog(q(t.x.y)) -d(x,y)2 /4. xy E pN.

Indeed. given x.y C RN with d(x.y) < -. choose 7 and T from (0.1)

so that Q(t.x.B(y.(t/r) 1/2 )  
2 -q'exp[-qd(x.y)2/4t] for all q E

(1.-) and t C (0.T]. Then, for any p E (0.1).
e q(t.x.y) f q(pt.f.y)Q((1-p)t.x~d5);

B(y.(t/ ) 1 /
2 )

and so. by (1.22).
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im2

l mtlog(q(t.x.y)) -qd(x~y) 2/4(1-p)

for all q C (I.-) and p E (0.1). In particular, in the case when

L = I (and therefore q(t.x.y) = p(t.x,y)) and remark (1.9)

applies, we have

-d(x.y)2 /4 Ki tlog(p(tix.y))

(i tlog(p(t.x.y)) K -D(x.y) 2/4.

Thus, when, in addition. d(x,.-) is continuous at y:

(1.24) lir tlog(p(t,xy)) = -d(x.y)2 /4.

Since the uniform Hormander condition in (3.14) below implies both

(0.1) as well as (3.23). it follows immediately that (1.24) holds

whenever (3.14) is satisfied. This observation is the subject of

articles by R. Leandre announced in [L]

(1.25) Theorem: Assume that there is an R C (O.) such that

d(x,y) K R whenever ly - xJ K 1. Then, for each r C (0,1] there

exists an a = a(r) C (0,1), depending only on R, the upper bounds

on a and b, and the Lipschitz constant for a, such that

2 N N
(1.26) Q(t,x,B(yr)) aexp[-d(x.y) /at]. (t,x.y) E (0,2]xNR x1R

In particular, if, in addition, Q(t,x,dy) = q(t,x,y)dy where

(t.xy)---q(t.x.y) is continous, and if there is an e > 0 with the

property that q(l/2.x,y) e whenever ly - xl e, then there is a

-Y C (0.1). depending only on e and a(e), such that

(1.27) q(t,xy) 7exp[-jy - x12/_vt], (t,xy) C [l,2]xRNxR N .

Proof: Let r C (0,1/4) be given. Then. by (1.19) with
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q = 2. we know that T C (0.1) can be chosen so that

Q(t~x.B(y.r/2)) exp[-d(x,y) 2/2t]/4 for all t C (0,T] and ly - xl

K 1. Hence, if ly - xl < r/2. then Q(t.x.B(y.r))

Q(t.x.B(x.r/2)) 2 1/4 for all t 6 (0,T]. On the other hand. If t

C (0,T] and r/2 ly - xJ K 1. then Q(t.xB(y~r))

exp[-d(x.y) 2/2t]/4 -x[2 1 1 r2Q4 Finally. i y xl

> 1, let n be the smallest integer exceeding 41y - xl and set x3 =

n-rn + n
n x i nd Bx,. r) for 0 K mn K n; and, given t C (O.T],

set 7r = t/n. Then

B1 x*o*xB n-1

Since lEm+1  l 1 for all 0 m K. n. it follows from this that

Q~~.[yr) exp[-R2/]4 p- 2 R 2/t]/16 n Thus, we have

now proved that (1.26) holds for all t C (O.T]. To extend the

estimate to all t C (0.2], suppose that t e (T.2] and let n be the

smallest integer for which t/n C (O.TJ Then, by (1.26) for T'S

in (0.T].

Q( t~x.B(y.r)) j Q(-r,x d 1 )Q(T.E1 ,d f2 ).. Q(7E..i fn B(y.r))

B(x.rn-

aexp[-nr2at] nlaexp[V(r + ly - xl) 2/at].

Hence, since n K 2/T + 1. we can now adjust a so that (1.26) holds

for all t C (0.2)

Finally, to prove (1.27). set a = a(e). Then, by (1.26).

q(t.x.y) If q(t/2.f.y)Q(t/2.x.df) eaexp[-21y -xl/at)

B(y. e)
N N

for all (t.x.y) C [1.2)xR xIR .Q.E.D.
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2. A Spectral Gav Estimate:

Let a and be as in section 1). and define P(tx,.-).

{Pt: t > 0). etc. accordingly. Set w(x) = exp[-2(l + 1x1 2 )1/2]

and use w to also denote the measure w(dx) = w(x)dx. In this

section we will be studying the Dirichlet forms 9 . X C [l.w),

obtained by closing p C CO(D tN) -----*,fvp-avpdcj In L2 (w) (the

L-space of functions on N with respect to the weight w) where

a?,( M a(X-). In fact, what we want to do is find conditions

which guarantee that there exists a K C (O.w) with the property

that

(2.1) 11f - Toi 2  Kgx(f.f). f C L2 (w) and X C [1.0).

where M frfdw/d li(N). We begin by showing that such a K exists

when a M I.

Note: In order to distinguish the case a S I, we will use a

superscript "o" on quantities associated with it.

(2.2) Lemma: There is a KC (0..) such that (2.1) holds for 9.

Proof: Obviously, what we have to do is show that if o =

[v-(wvp))/c for p C C() and if 0 denotes the Friedrich's

extention of -f in L (w). then 0 is a simple and isolated

eigenvalue of Ao. To this end, it is convenient to use the

U 2  N 21/unitary map U:L2(R )----4L (w) given by Uf S f/w 1 2  Indeed, since

N lv(UP)12dw = f (Iv P12  + VP 2 )dx. where V M A(log o
/ 2 ). we see

that A is unitarily equivalent to the Schrodinger operator -A + V

on L2 (R N). Hence. the problem becomes that of showing that 0 is a

simple and isolated elgenvalue of -A + V.
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0 1/2
First note that spec(-A + V) = specCA ° ) G [O.m) and that w

is an eigenfunction for -A + V with eigenvalue 0. Hence. by

familiar reasoning, the fact that 0 = inf(spec(-A + V)) guarantees

that it must be a simple eigenvalue. In order to prove that 0 is

an isolated eigenvalue. note that V C Cb( RN ) and that V - tends

to 0 at w. Hence. -A + V is obtained from -A + 1 by a relatively

compact perturbation; and. so spec(-A + V) can differ from

spec(-A + 1) = [1.) only by the addition of isolated eigenvalues.

In particular, this shows that 0 must be isolated. QED

In considering more general a's. it is useful to observe that

(2.1) is equivalent to

-X -?2 2(2.3) Of - f 2 KX2 X(f.f). X C [1.) and f C L2(W)

where c ,(N.). f" =Jfdc /C~ai ). and 9is the Dirichlet

form obtained by closing f C C: (M N )___rvavrdw x in L2( k).

(2.4) Lemma: The transition probability function Px(t.x.-)

associated with satisfies

exp[-M(t + ly - xl)]P(t.x.-)
(2.5) Px(t.x.-) 9 exp[-M(t + ly - xl)]P(t.x..).

where N depends only on the CI- norm of a but not on either X
b

N N
C [1.) or (t.x.y) C (o.0)xR xI

Proof: Define Y = [v-(uxav*)]/ = W x e*avf for %p

C (RN). and note that 8 (f.f) = (f.Af) 2 ( f C T(A.). where A.
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is the Friedrich's extention of -V XIn L (W.). Next. set V.

2WX/i.and note that V X [(I,~P)/~ Hence. if

{RX: t ) 0) is the semigroup determined by
tU

Rj fPt_(VR~)ds. t > 0 and i bIL)

and P V= CRt (Cai%9f/IX t > 0 and ~pC b(R~ then (Ptt > 0) is

the unique- Markov semigroup satisfying

P' t f P + foP(.')ds, t > 0 and V 0(

and as such. (P t: t > 0) is the Markov semigroup associated with

9 X. Finally, note that Rtf= ff(),t-d)where

exp~tinf(V))]Pt~x.- 9 fR(y.)R 7 %(xt...dy))P~~x-

Hence, if P7%(t.x.dy) [w,(y)R7 %(t.x.dy)]/cj(x), then Ptp

ff Y) ,(.-.y)and so P X (t~x.-) is the transition probability

function associated with I *In addition, It is clear from the

preceding representation of P,(t.x.-) that (2.5) holds with an M

having the required dependence. Q.E.D.

(2.9) Theorem: Assume that there exists an R > 0 such that d(x~y)

R whenever Ix - yj K 1. Also. assume that P(t.x~dy)

p(t~x.y)dy where (t~x~y) C (O.o)xR NXN-.-p(t,x.y) is continuous

and p(l/2.x.y) a for some a > 0 and all x.y e R with ix - yj

e. Then there exists a K C (0,wo). depending only on R. a. and

the C 2- norm of a, such that (2.1) holds.b

Proof: We need only show that (2.3) holds for an appropriate

K. To this end, note that, by Lemma (2.2), (2.3) holds with K=

for I X Hence, using the spectral representation for the

7IS.
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2 "L (wX)-semigroup determined by P (t~x,.). one sees that

(X2/2t)fNN M 1 ) - f(x))2 P,(t.x.dy)cix(dx)

X ( -exp[-t/(KOX 2 )])If _ f1,1
L2(x

for all X C [l.-) and t > 0. At the same time.
~X ~2~

I (f.f) Z 1/2f (fY) - f(x)) P,(l.x~dy)cWX(dx).

Hence we will be done once we show that P,(l~x..) I yp,(t.x.-) for

some choice of t.r C (0.1) depending only on R. e. and the Gb2- norm

of a. But. since P0 (t.x.dy) = (4irt) -N/2 exp[-Iy -X1
2 /4t]dy. the

existence of such t and Y is easily deduced from Lemma (2.4)

combined with Theorem (1.25). Q.E.D.
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Long Time Estimates on the Fundamental Solution:

Our first goal in this section is to prove the following

result. Our proof Is patterned on the method used in [F-S.2J

which, in turn, uses ideas introduced by J. Nash in his famous

paper [N].

(3.1.) Theorem: Assume that there exist r. B. and K from (0.-)

such that

1/2 N
(3.2) P(t.x.B(x.rt )) 1/2. (t.x) C [i/4.0)xR

(3.3) lip 1/4 111 B B.

and (2.1) holds. Then there is an a C (0.1), depending only on r,

B. K. and the upper bound on a. such that

(3.4) P t fp(O) a f (~y t C [1.'.) and -p C C 0 (B(O.rt 
1/2 )

As a first step, we observe that (3.4) Is equivalent to

(3.4') Pp (O) Z afe(y)dy. X C [1.=) and ~pC C(1B(0.r))+.

where (P : t > 0} is the setuigroup associated with the transition
-t

probability function P X t.x..) given by P,(t.x~r) = P(x2 t.Xx.Xr)

for (t~x.r) c (oa)xRN xg We next set =V.(a Xv) (recall that

a()= a(X-)) and remark that (P X: t*> 0) is the only Markov
t

semigroup which satisfies P = + JP X Vds. t e (O.-). for all

pC:( N In particular. (t.x)C [O.T~xR N--4Pp(x) is an element

bfC . ([O.T~xR N for each T > 0 and
bX N

(3.5) a P p (x) = EIPXpJp(x). (t.x) C (0.w)x[R

for all ~pC C(UtN) (cf. Theorem 3.2.4 In [S-VJ).
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(.) Lemma: There is a C E (0.-). depending only on r. N. B. K.

and the upper bound on a. such that

(3.7) log P 2 d -Cf*(y)dy. X C [1.w). and %p C Co(B(O.r)).

Proof: Given X C [1.0). v C CO(B(O.r)) with ,f(y)dy = 1.
0v

and 6 > 0. set u(tx) = PXC(x) + 6. v = log(u). and C(t) =
NtJv(t.y)w(dy)/(R N). Then. by (3.5). integration by parts. and

(2.1):
W(R NG*(t) r w(y) s

((RN)G(t) = fj4u(t.ylXut..)](y)dy

-f v(logCw)).axv(log(u(t.')))dw + fV v~t.o))-aXv~v~t.-))dw

-1/2fv (logCw))'a Xv(logCw))dw +l/29,(vv)

-A + (l/2K)f(v(t..) - G(t))2 dw.

where A C (0.0) depends only on the upper bound on a. Next, note
2+GC )*-tlg ) t)2/ i

that the function f C [e ,e)-.*(log(f) - G(t)) 2f Is

non-increasing and that u(t,.) K B for t C [1/4.1/2]. Thus, if F

(y C RN: u(t.y) e2+G(t) , then

W(R)G*(t) -A + (log(B) - G(O2KIog(B)

for all t C [1/4.1/2]. At the same time.

fu(ty)d(dy) e 2+G(t)

I R( N )I 
w r t11R ) 

fdY ) 
wad

)

and. by (3.2).

Bu(t0y)B(dy). f2) -2(1+4r2)1/2f
B(O.2r) B(O.2r)



=-2(1.4r /

2 1/2j (.r EN 2 1/2
=e(1+4r f P( 2 tXx.B(x.Xr))dx 1 -2(1.4r

From this and the preceding, it is easy to see that there exist i

C (0.1] and N C (0.0). depending only on r. B . K, and A, such

t ha t

2
G'(t) 'rG(t) . t C [1/4.1/2],

so long as G(t) -M for t C [1/4.1/2]. Since, in any case. G'(t)

-A/2,(IRN ). we therefore conclude that G(1/2) -4/7 if G(1/2)

-M - A/i(M ). In other words. G(1/2) -[(M + A/2a(IR N))V(4/7r)].

Q.E.D.

P~roof pi. (3.1): As we have said, it suffices to check (3.4')

with an a having the required dependence. To this end, letp

C:(B(0.r))+ with f p(y)dy =1 be given, and suppose that PIis a

second such function. Then, by (3.7) and Jensen's Inequality:

10[j~jN~(4 p~ ) L 2 (IR N)] 1 l [(N) 1 /2 1/2? L~ 2 (R)]

W (N)-1[f log(PXI/2'D)dcI + f lo(P/ 2ep)d 1 2 /(N

for all X~ C [1.0). Hence, if a = w(IR N)exp[-2C/w(R )], then

(41P-PX ) L2 N R N a. Finally, replace \Ps by P6 = a-(N/2 and let

elo. Q.E.D.

Before drawing conclusions from Theorem (3.1) it Is useful to
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have the following simple observation.

(3.8) Lemma: Suppose that P(t.x.dy) = p(t.x.y)dy where (t.x.y) C

(OW)XIR NXRN --p(t.x~y) is continuous. If there exist a,r E (0.-)

such that p(t.x.y) a/t N/2 for all (txy) C [l.00)xR Nx[N with

ly - x1 rt 1/2 then there is a 13C(0.0), depending only on N.

a, r, such that

(3.9) p(t-x-y) (Pt / )exp[-Iy _ X12/13t]

for all (t~x.y) C [l.0)xR NXIR Nwith ly - xl K rt/4. If, in

addition, there is a T C(0.1] such that P(t.x.B(y~r))

aexp[-ly _ X12 /at] for all (t.x.y) C (0.T] xIR x!RN then 13C(0.0),

depending only on N, a, r. and T. can be chosen so, that (3.9)

N Nholds for all (t.x.y) C [2,0)xR xIR

Proof: First suppose that t C [1.0w) and rt 1/ Kl - X1

rt/4, and let n be the smallest integer which exceeds

gly _ X12 /r2 t. Clearly 9Iy _ x12 /r2t K n 101 _-1 and

31y - xl/n r(t/n)1 2  Thus, if 5 ly -x/ n /,te

35 K rr 1/2 and Tr (rtt 2/101 _l X2 >1. Now set = n-rnx +
- nX iY

and note that Ifm~ - fmI rT r 1/2 frBxA.) iKn

Hence, if B =B(x A.6). then

B1I xo*xB n-i

aTN12 0N Nn-l 2 atN12 )aNr/10 1/2 )n-i

arnd clearly the first part follows from this.

To prove the second part, suppose that t C [2.-) and ly xj

rt/4 are given. Then with ni the smallest integer exceeding
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(t-l)/T. x - X + y.and B =B(x .r)

B 1x.XB n-i

a nexp[_g(ly _X12 + r 2n 2 )Vn 2/at]j.

Since n t/T (Iy - xI/rT)A(ty _ x12 /r 2 t) and p(t.y)

f p(l,,f.y)P(t-l.x~df). the second part follows. Q.E.D.
B(y. r)

(3.9.) Theorem: Assume that P(t.x~dy) = p(t.x.y)dy where (t~x.y)

(Om)xIR NxRN --.p(t.x.y) is continuous and satisfies p(l/2.x.y) a

when Iy - xl r and p(1/4,.-.) B for some a. r, and B from

(0.0). Further. assume that there is an R C (0.0) such that

d(x.y) R whenever ly - xj g 1. Then there is a 13C(0.1),

depending only on N, a. r. B, R. and HllH 2RNRNON' such that

(3.10) p(t~x~y) I 1expE-jy _ X12/jpt)
N N

for all (t~x.y) C [1.=)xR xIR

Proof: In view of Lemma (3.8) and Theorem (1.25), all that

we have to do Is check that there are r and a from (0.1) such that

p(t,x.y) a/t N/ 2 for all (txy) C [1.0)xR N xRN with ly - X1 9

1/2rt .Moreover, since our assumptions are translation invariant.

it suffices for us to check that p(t.O.y) a/t N/2 for all (t~y) C

C1.-)xIR N i yI / ; and, by Theorem (3.1). this reduces to

showing that P(t~xB(x.rt 12)) 1/2 for some appropriately chosen

r C (0,.a). But, by standard estimates (cf. Theorem (4.2.1) in

[S-VJ). P(t~x.B(x.rt 1/2 ) 2Nexp(.(r M)2-A 1/2 for r > M.
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2 N atr NX 2jN
where M = sup{ . 0x a1 (x)j: x R } and A =

J=1 j

sup{(ma(x))N x 6 RN and r c sN-I}. Hence, it is clear how to

choose r. Q.E.D.

(3.11) Corollary: Assume that either (1.3) or (1.4) holds for

some v C [N.-). 6 C (0,1]. and A or B from (O.- ) and also that

there is an R C (0.-) for which d(x.y) R whenever ly - xl g 1.

In addition, assume that P(t,x.dy) = p(t,x.y)dy where (t.xy) C

(O,)R N×RN ---+ p(t.x.y) is continuous and satisfies p(1/2,x.y) e

for all ly - x1 g r and some positive r and e. Then there exists

an N C [lw). depending only on N. v, R. r, e, A or B. and

Ilall 2N NN such that

(3.12) 2/t] 9 p(t.x.y) M T xp[-y-x 2 /Mt]

for all (t.x.y) C [l.-)xNXRN.

Proof: The right hand side of (3.12) comes from Theorem

(1.11) and the assumption that d(x.y) 9 R for ly - xl 9 1. The

left hand side of (3.12) is an simple application of Theorem (3.9)

once one notices that. again by (1.11). the required upper bound

on p(l/2.x.y) is a consequence of either (1.3) or (1.4).
Q.E.D.

(3.13) Corollary: Let P(t.x,-) corresponding to a be as in
Corollary (3.11) above. Suppose that a: RN_ O is a second

symmetric matrix valued function in Cb(RN ;RNORN) and let P(t.x,.)

be the transition probability function determined by the operator
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= v-(av). If a(-) a(-), then P(t.x.dy) = p(tx.y)dy where

N Na(t.x.y.) E (O.-)xR xN----p(tx,y) is measurable and

(3.14) 'N/ 2 cxp[-MIy-x 2 /t] p(t.x.y) N/2- Mxp[-[-x[2 t]

Mt tN/

for all (t.x) CE l.-)xRN and almost every y C RN. where M E [1.)

depends only on N and [fall as well as the quantities v,

R. e, A or B. and Ilall 2 N N N from Corollary (3.11).C2b(RN ; R ORN

Proof: Let 5 denote the Dirichlet form determined by a and

note that 5 9. Thus, with the same A. v. and 6 as for 1,
2+4/v2 4/2N(3.15) 1 1 11 2 A((f.f) + 611I l 4/v 2 E L c( .

In addition. since 11Pt 1 M/tN/ 2. t C [l.-), Theorem (2.9) in~~~~~~~ 1 -00 I ) hoemC.)i

2+4/v a 4/v 2 N
[C-K-S] says that 11f112  (ff)llfl1 for all f C L (R

2satisfying 9(f.f) lfl . where B E (0,w) depends only on M and N.

Hence. we also have

(31) 1 1 2+4/u 4/a ifCL 2  N wiha2
(3.16) llfll 2 +  B9(f.f)11f11 if f C L2(R N ) with S(f.f) 11flil2

Combining (3.15). (3.16). and Theorem (1.2). we conclude that

there is a C E (0.0). depending only on N, M. B, v. and R. such

that

(3.17) pCt.x.y) (C/tN/2 )exp[-Iy- x12/Ct]
N N

for all (tx) E [l/4.-)xR and a.e. y R N (We have used here

the fact that D(x,y) d(x,y) 2RIy- xl for ly - xl 1.) In

particular, this completes the proof of the right hand side of

(3.14).

To prove the left hand side of (3.14). assume, for the

.................
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moment, that a continous version of p exists. Next, note that. by

(3.17). both (3.2) and (3.3) hold with P replaced by P and

constants depending only on N and C. Also, since our assumptions

are translation invariant and because we already know that (2.1)

holds for all translates of a with a K having the required

dependence, we can proceed in precisely the same way as we did in

the proof of Theorem (3.9) to get the left hand side of (3.14).
a

Finally. in order to remove the assumption that p is contiuous,

proceed as follows. Given e > 0. set a a + aI. Then, for each

a > 0, the corresponding pa will be continuous. In addition.

(3.14) will be satisfied for p with an M which can be taken

-Q independent of a C (0.1]. Hence, since P (t.x.,) tends weakly to

P(t.x,-) as eJO, it is easy to see that (3.14) will hold for each

N N(tx) C [I, )xlR and almost every y e I Q.E.D

(3.18) Remark: It should be clear that the right hand side of

(3.14) holds with an 1 whose only dependence on a is in terms of

the upper bound A of a. Also (cf. Lemma (3.8)). so long as one

restricts ones attention to a region {(t.x.y) e [l.)xR xNRN:

VY - xj pt) for some p C (0,), the M on the left hand side can

* be chosen to depend on a only through A. Thus, it is only to get

the left hand side of (3.14) for all xy C IR that we need to

allow M to depend on 1fall It is not clear to us

whether this dependence is real or simply an flaw in our method.

4,,X
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This problem does not arrise in the uniformly elliptic case

(treated in [F-S,2]) because, in that case, one has that p(t.x.y)

* a/t for some a C (0.1] and all (t.x,y) C (0,w)xR xNR with

ly - xi at 1/2 (not just for t 1); and therefore one can extend

the argument used to prove the first part of Lemma (3.8) to cover

the whole of RNx N.

We are now ready to prove the main results of this article.

Namely, we are going to describe a class of non-elliptic a's to

which the above apply. To this end, assume that 2a = aa , where a

C b(-R ; N d; define d(x,y) accordingly. as in section 1); and.

N 0 e
for 1 k d. set Vk= aa For a C U ((l.....d}) set jal

j=l k xe=1

- if a 6 ({1 .... d)) . e E Z+ . and define Va = Vk if a (k) and

Va = kVk . ) if e 2. 1 k K d, and a =

(a1 ..... a_l,k). (We use [V.W] to denote the commutator, or Lie

N Nproduct, of vector fields V and W.) Identifying Tx (R ) with R

we define

(3.19) V(x) =1 Va(x)OVa(x)

for 8 E Z+  The following theorem summarizes a few results which.

in one form or another, have been derived by various authors (cf.,

for example. Corollary (3.25) in [K-S.II] and Lemma (3.17) in

[K-S.III]).

(3.20) Theorem: Referring to the preceding, assume that

.N N
(3.21) A8 (x) &Ie, x C IR

U1 I it Jl pi <'JU
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for some e 6 Z and e > 0. Then P(t.x.dy) = p(t.x,y)dy where

(t.x.y) E (O.)xR NxR N---p(t.x.y) is smooth. Moreover. for each

n 0. there exist Cn . An$ and vn from (0.0) such that
n n/

(3.22) amSaPI p(t.x.y)I (C /t n )exp[_Anly - x12/t]

for all (m43.i) E Z+x dxfd satisfying m + 1P1 + [r n and

(t.x.y) 6 (0.1]X NxXRN. Finally. there is a R C [1.-) such that

(3.23) (1/R)ly - xl d(x.y) RIy - xi

for all x.y C IN with ly - x1 1.

Plugging these results about the "short time" properties of

p(t.x.y) into the machinery which we have been developing in the

present article, we obtain the following "long time" estimates.

(3.24) Theorem: Let a be as in the preceding and assume that

(3.21) holds for some e C Z and e > 0. Suppose that a C

C 2(IR N;RNORN) is a second non-negative, symmetric matrix-valued

function, and define P(t.x.*) accordingly. If a(-) a(-). then

a a N N
P(t.xdy) = p(t,x,y)dy where (t.x,y) 6 (0,-)xR xR -. p(t.xy) is

measurable and satisfies (3.14) for some M C (0,.). Moreover. M

can be chosen so that its only direct dependence on a is in terms

of HaIll 2 N N NCb( N; x N )

Proof: In view of Corollary (3.13). we need only check the

case when a = a; and. because of Corollary (3.11). this reduces to

showing that p(l/2.x.y) e for some e > 0 and all x.y C RN with

pr 
akltz44 ~~%~%'. 9
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I y - X1 e. But, as we noted in the proof of Theorem (3.9),

P(l/4.x,B(x.r)) 1/2. x C RN. for some r C (0..). Hence. since

p(1/4,.-*) is symmetric,

B(x, r) B(x, r)

=(l/1 N r N)P(1/4.x.B(x.r)) 2 (1/0 N r N)/4.

At the same time, by (3.22). we see that there is a 5 > 0 such

that jp(1/2.x.y) - p(l/2.x~x)l (1/80 Nr N) for all xy C R N with

l- xj 5. Hence, we can take a = 6A(1/80 Nr N) Q.E.D.

(3.25) Corollary: Let a C Cb(1t ;§ xRN ) be a non-negative

definite, symmetric matrix-valued function. Given 1 K k K N. set

N .i7 x a * and define V(a C ((Il.... N}) and 2 C Z)in terms
Vk = i a , a

Of {V1 ... *VN} accordingly. If there is an & > 0 and an e C Z+

such that

(3.26) L 'n N a/2, x e IR and i7 C SN1

then P(t.x~dy) =p(t.x~y)dy where p is measurable and satisfies

(3.14) for some K 'C (0.0).

Proof: Without loss in generality, we assume that a(-) I
A 2 A

and therefore that a(-) E(a(-)) a(-). If we now take a

1/2^ ex rltv2 a, then (3.26) implies (3.21) for the Ax)defined rltv

to this a. Hence our result follows from Theorem (3.25) applied

to the pair a and a. Q.E.D.
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(3.27) Remark: By combining the results in [F-P] with ideas from

[O-R]. C. Fefferman and A. Sanchez-Calle remark in [F-S] that the

condition on a in Corollary (3.26) Is necessary and sufficient for

the corresponding operator V to be sub-elliptic. In particular.

one can use this observation to conclude that the p in (3.26) is

smooth.

(3.28) Remark: The reader who remembers (0.1) In the introduction

may well be wondering why we have bothered to state Theorem (3.20)

or to derive the lower bound in the proof of Theorem (3.24). Our

reason is that the results in (3.20) are considerably easier to

prove than is (0.1) and that they suffice for our present

purposes.

'LX:'I1LI
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4. Apolications oa Large Scale Harnack's Inequality:

In EF-S.1]. [K-S.III]. and [F-S.2]. various estimates on

fundamental solutions are shown to lead to Harnack's inequality.

In this section we will use similar techniques to derive a "large

scale" Harnack's inequality from the "long time" estimate obtained

in the previous section.

Throughout this section we will assume that the P(t.x..)

associated with'4 = v-(av) admits a smooth density p(t.x.y) for

which there exist an K C E[I.) and a v e E[N.) such that

(4.1) p(t.x.y) (M/t /2)exp[-jy - xl2/Mt], t C (0.1].

and

1 N/ xp - ly - xl2 /t] K p(t x y)
MtN/2 '

t

for all (tx.y) C (O.)xRNXRN.

(4.3) Remark: Note that if a is a in either Theorem (3.24) or

Corollary (3.25). then such M and v exist. Indeed, the existence

of M is the content of those results, whereas the existence of v

comes from the comparison of Dirichlet forms and an application of

the first part of Theorem (1.2).

N

Let (P(t).t ,P) be a Brownian motion on N; and define
N,

X(.x). x C IR by the Ito stochastic integral equation

(4.4) X(t.x) = x + fa 1 /2 (X(s.x))dP(s) + fb(X(s.x))ds. t 0,

0 0
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where b I 8l a1  1a . Gvnx nd r C (0.0).

define

Px 0r (t.x~r) = P(X(t.x) £r and X(s.x) C B(x , r) for s C C0.t]).

Ithe terminology of analysis, the density p 0  (t~x.y) of
x , r

Px 0r(t~x.) is the fundamental solution for 2 in B(x0 .r) with

boundary condition 0 (i.e. Dirichiet boundary conditions). The

key to much of our analysis Is contained in the following.

(4.5) Lemma: There exist an a C (0.1] and R C [lew.depending

only on N. M and v, such that, for each x 0C R and r C [R.-).

2 N(4.6) p0 ((er) .x.y) 6/r
x .r

for all x.y C B(x0 ,r/2).

Proof: Without loss In generality, we assume that x0  0.

and we will use p r(t.x~y) to denote PO0 r(t'x'y).

Denote by C (x) the first time when X(-.x) exits from B(0.r).

Then, for a C (0.1]. r l/e, and x.y C B(0.r/2):

Pr ((ar) 2.x.y) = p((er) 2. xy)

- EP[p((er )2 _ C(x).X(Cr(x).x)-y). C r (x) < (er) 2]

I N--...~p(..Mle 2) - M sup 2(exp-r 2 /4Ms]/p(s)]
M(ar) S(r

!ExPL-M/ 2 1[l - m(a 2sup texp [M/62 r2 /4Ms)/p(s)]]

M(er) s(er
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where p(s) 2- (s 1 Vs N l2 It is not hard to deduce from this that

the required Inequality holds as soon as a is sufficiently small

and r is sufficiently large, depending only on N. M4. and v.
Q.E.D.

(4.7) Theorem: Let a and R be as in Lemma (4.6). Then, for every

x C N r C [R.=s). and u C C (B(xo.r))+ satisfying Vu 0 in

B(x .r),

(4.8) u(x) Z (e/r N)f u(y) dy . x C B(x0 .r/2).

B(x0 .r/2)

In particular, there exists a p C (0.1), depending only on N and

a. such that for an * CRN r C ER.-). and uC

2 o 0
C (B(x.r))lc b (B(x .r)) satisfying Vu = 0 In xr)

( . )max [ ( - U X P max u y - ( )

(49) x.yCB(x0 r/2) [uy)-ux) PYB(xor)uY ~)J

Thus, if u C C2 (RN )fl0 (R ) and Slu = 0 In RN. then u is constant.

Proof: Again we assume that xO = 0. Let u C 0 2 ((r)+

satisfying Vu 0 be given. By a standard application of Ito's

formula

u(x) Z E P u(X(C r (x)A(ar) 2 x))]

Ep(u(X((er) 2. X)). Cr (x) > (er)] 2 f ~~r a2. ~~y

B(0. r/2)

where the notation is the same as that in the proof of Lemma

(4.6). Hence, by that lemma, (4.8) follows.

To prove (4.9). let a and I denote, respectively, the infemum

and supremum of u in B(0.r). and set r = {x C B(O.r/2): u(x) Z

+ a Assuming that Irl 1.jB(O.r/2)1 and applying (4.8) to

21 2
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u - a. we have, from (4.8). that u(x) - a (ef) 2 N+l - a for

all x 6 B(O.r/2). Hence. if a' and I' are the infemum and

N+l I - asupremum of u in B(O r/2), then a' -a (eQ N/ 2  ) 2 and so

I - a' p(I - a). where p a (1 - (e(2N/2 N+))/2. If. on the

other hand, Irl 1-B(O.r/2)I, then we repeat the preceding with

I - u replacing u - a. Thus, in either case. (4.9) holds.

Finally, the assertion that a global, bounded solution to 2u

= 0 is constant follows easily since, by repeated application of

(4.9 wehavett max [u(y) - u(x)] 9 2pn ull for(4.9). we have that x.yEB(O.r) Cb(R )

all r R and n C Z. Q.E.D.

According to the scheme introduced by N. Trudinger [T], the

inequality (4.8).is one half of Harnack's inequality. To prove

the other half, we follow an argument similar to that given in

[F-S.l] to show that there exists a C C (0,). depending only on

0 N
N. M. v. and the upper bound A on a, such that for every x C RN

2 0
r C [1,m). and u C C (B(x° .r))+ which satisfies 2u 0 in B(x ° . r):

(4.10) u(x) 9 - u(y)dy , x C B(x0 r/4).
r-B(x°.r/2)

r2

Given r C Cl.), define gr (xy) = fo p(t.x.y)dt for x s y.

It is then an easy matter to check that

2
(4.11) [1(gr(x.))](y) = p(r .x y) 0. x sy.
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Also, from the estimates (4.1) and (4.2). it is easy to check that

there exist C I C (0.m). depending only on N. M. and v. such that

(41) max. xY y)1 2-N/2 1( a  P)u
(4.12) xEB(O.rp)f gr(xy)2dy Clr - p

Fr ((2p+a)/3.a)

for all r C [1.%) and 0 < p < a 1. where r (a.0) { (x R N : ra

Ixi r3) for a < P.

We next recall the standard Caccioppli inequality. Namely.

given an open G in RN. v 4 C2 (G)+ satisfying Vv 0 and a I C

c:(c;)

(4.13) [Gj'0 2(vv-avv)dy/2 2Al/211vPII f. v2 dy] 1/2

supp(,P)

(This is an application of integration by parts followed by

Schwartz's inequality.) We are now prepared to prove the

following result, from which (4.10) will be an easy step.

(4.14) Lemma: There is a C2 C (0,-). depending only on N. M, A.

and v. such that for all x° 0 RN, r C [1.0). and u C C 2(B(x ° .r))+

satisfying Tu 1 0 in B(x ,r):

(4.15) u(x) (C2/( - p)X){ 1N u(y)2dy] 1/2. x C B(x ° rp)

(x ,ra)

for all 0 < p < a 1. where X = 2Vv.

Proof: As usual, we assume that x0 = 0. Choose smooth

functions npa and 4P a for 0 < p < a K I so that 0 7p.a qp'a

1. p7 = 1 on B(O.(p+a)12) and 0 off of B(O,(p+2a)/3). Ppqa = 0

on B(O.(p+2a)/3)UB(O,a)c and 1 on rl((p+a)/2.(p+2a)/3). and

IIVflp If VllV7p.a ll o C3 /(a - p) for some C3 C (0.0). For r C

[1.o) set np r = np (./r) and P pa = P (-/r).
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Now suppose that r. u. p, and a are given, and let x

B(O.rp). Then, using rj to denote 71 p c~r* we have

U(x) = (riu)(X) =J(ru)(y)p(r 2. x.y)dy -fET(Tu)1(y)gr(x.y)dy.

By (4.2).

fcnu)(y)p(r2. xy)dy u(y)dy Q 1~/2K[ 1Lff u(Y2 dy] 1/2

fr NfB(O~ra) N r NB(O.ra)

At the same time, since !eu 0:

-f[Tu](Y)gr(x. y)dy -2f(vii-avu) (Y)gr(x. y)dy

- fu(y)1eu)(y)g r(x' y)dy

- {(v~lavu) (Y)gr(x. y)dy + fu (y)(vni-avg r (x.))(y)dy

I f gr(x Y)2 dy] 1/(f(vnravu)(y) 2 dy]" 2

supp(Vn)

+ If u(y)2 dy] / (f(vrl)*avgr (x. .))(Y y) 1/Y]2

supp(Vni)

A1/2C3 9(-)2d 1/2 v-u)yd1/

ra- p) [[f r~xy2y If Iv~v)(~Y
r 1'

+ [f u(Y)2 dy] 1/2 [f(vg(x' i)avg(x'-)(y)dy]1 2 ]I' r
where r a supp(vn) r ((p+a)/2,(p+2a)/3). Note that by (4.13)

with P 'Ip.a.r r

[f (vu-avu)(y)dy] 1/ 2A 12C u(y) 2dy]1/
Lr r~ )fB(O. ra)I

and
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II 1/2 /2 c3 1/J2

(Vgr(x.)avgr(x.))(y)dy 1 
[A f/2 g(x. y) 2  dy]

r r ((p+2a)/3"a)

V Combined with the preceding and (4.12), this now yields (4.15).
Q.E.D.

A particular case of (4.15) is the inequality

(4.16) u(x) K C4[-JNJ u(y)2 dy]. x C B(x0 ,r/4).
B(x°.r/3)

where C4 = 6 C3 . Hence, we will have proved (4.10) once we show

that the left hand side of (4.16) can be estimated in terms of

-1 f uy) dy. To this end, assume that x0 = 0 and set v(x) =
rB(x,.r/2)

u(rx) for x C B(O.I). Then. (4.15) becomes the statement that

v(x) K (C2 /(a - P)X)f v(y)2dy] for all 0 < p < a K 1 and x C

B(O.a)

B(O,p). Hence, by an easy argument due to Dahlberg and Kenig (cf.

the last part of the proof of Lemma (3.2) in [ F-S.1]). there is a

K C (0.m). depending only on C2 and X, such that If v(y)2dy]

B(O.1/3)

Kf v(y) dy; and clearly this transforms back into the required

B(0.1/2)

statement about u. In other words, we have now proved (4.10);

which. in combination with Theorem (4.7) gives the following

version of Harnack's inequality.

(4.17) Theorem: There exist R and K from (0.-). depending only on

N. M. A. and v. such that for any x r [R), and u C

C (B(xo.r)) satisfying !u = 0 in B(x .r). u(y) Ku(x) for all

-. , . ,-.) . .' ? - * %*% €2
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x.y 6 B(x0 .r/4). In particular, the only global, non-negative

solutions to iu = 0 are constant.

(4.18) Remark: It should be clear that our assumption that

(t,x.y)---+p(t.x.y) is not essential and can be circumvented by a

procedure like the one which we used to conclude the proof of

Corollary (3.13). Also, we point out that had we worked a little

harder we could have derived the preceding Harnack's inequality

for non-negative solutions to the parabolic equation a u - Vu = 0

(cf. IF-S,2]).

N'',

-4
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